Abstract—Insole pressure during walking or running could be used to analyze abnormality of kinetic measurement for broad applications as such a diabetic foot, knee injuries and neural disorder. Moreover, some application of biometrics and human behavior also had been identified based on gait pattern. This project purposed a prototype for measuring ground reaction force using developed an instrumented insole measurement system based on dual-parameters of gait monitoring and analysis; foot force and plantar flexion. The system comprised hardware such as force and angle sensors, signal conditioning circuit and data acquisition device and software for signal’s visualization for user interface and real-time gait analysis. The sensors will be placed on top of the shoe insole for measuring force distribution on foot and foot plantar for measuring flexion angle wired to a data acquisition device. The locations of the sensors have been determined based on the footprint during the gait cycle. This paper also presented details of components involved in the measurement system. It has been demonstrated that the developed system prototype could be used in the clinical gait monitoring and analysis established based on the foot force and plantar angle starting from heal strike till toe-off positions.

Index Terms—Foot force, gait monitoring, instrumented insole, real-time gait analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this sections, some literature on need of gait analysis, methods used in the analysis, the gait cycle and related prior studies is discuss to bring up the understanding of the research needs.

A. The needs of gait analysis

Gait analysis is a study of human walking, using the eye and brain of experienced observers, augmented by instrumentation for measuring body mechanics, kinetics and muscle movement. There are many factors affecting the gait pattern such as physicals, physiological, pathological and sometimes influence by emotions. However, the gait pattern could be either a temporary or permanent [1]. It has been claimed by many researchers that gait pattern could provide information on health conditions and few diseases such as knee osteoarthritis, diabetic foot, Parkinson is affected and observed from gait due to its unique fingerprint, which sometimes resulted antalgic, apraxic and ataxic pattern [2-5]. Furthermore, gait analysis also could be used to make detailed diagnosis, prognosis for certain diseases and also in the rehabilitation evaluation and treatment [6].

B. Types and techniques of gait analysis

There are two types of gait analysis, manual observations by experienced physicians to monitor and observed gait abnormality and secondly by using advanced computer-aided tools to analyze the gait pattern [7]. The gait analysis normally analyzed few parameters such as step length, stride length, cadence, speed, foot angle and much more [8,9]. In the first method of gait observation, it is required a highly trained expert to interpret the gait abnormality which sometimes caused a higher chance result ed an inconsistency analysis compared to the computer-based system. This is because it needs a precision observation of the gait features are assessed and analyzed qualitatively during a visual examination [10]. Meanwhile, the computer-aided system is most popular, which rely on the computer system which is highly complex, costly instrument and also need a trained person to analyze the gait pattern. However, this system is more reliable, repeatable and high-accuracy measurement employing high-technology sensors and transducers.

C. The gait cycles

The gait cycle includes both the complex body appearance and dynamic of human walking motion [11]. The two basic components in the gait cycle are, the swing phase where the foot is in the air for limb advancement, and the stance phase where the limb is contact to the ground [12]. Gait pattern of each individual is varied and the element performing gaits usually change over time. As discussed earlier, many factors need to be considered in analyzing a gait pattern. The gait cycle starting from heel strike, foot flat, heel off, toe-off and back to heel strike again for a complete cycle. For each step, time defines the time between one foot hitting the floor and the other foot hitting the floor [13]. Each person has a unique time period and distributed foot regions pressure according to physical parameters such as body balance, weight, height, age, motor function and foot pressure sense [14]. However, this unique pattern could be differentiating between normal and abnormal gait pattern. According to force distribution on the feet, a person with normal gait will show a result with a symmetrical distribution of a force compared with the abnormal gait pattern [15,16].

II. METHODOLOGY

The hardware compromised in this system is developed based on the literature review which suggesting certain important aspect such as sensor selection, signal conversion and acquisition and suitable locations of sensor placement on the instrumented insole in order to get a reliable analysis for measurement of foot force and plantar flexion angle. In the software section, sensor’s non-linear
response and user interface are developed to ensure reliability of the measurement system and also providing a real-time analysis. Procedures of experiment also are presented in this section.

A. Sensors

Force sensing sensors (FSR) model 402 (from Interlink electronic) and flexible bend sensor (FBS) model FLX-01 (from Spectra Symbol) is used in this research. These sensors are resistive based sensors which, the electrical resistance changes under tension or compression of the sensor. The active area of FSR sensors is 12.7mm diameter and 95.25mm of active length for FBS sensor. The FSR and FBS are very popular due to its cost-effective and suitable for measuring foot force and flexion. The FSR and FBS sensor are based on the polymer thick film (PTF) material, which exhibits a decrease in resistance when increase the force applied at the surface for FSR and increase of resistance when increasing of bend angle for FBS. Both sensor's accuracy determining force and bend angle ranges from ±5% to ±25% in 10K ohms to 100K ohms for FSR and ±30% from 60Kohms to 110K ohms for FBS sensor [21]. These sensors are not a high accuracy or precision, resolution sensors. However, in this research application, the sensor accuracy and repeatability in measurement could be improved by help of developed software. Figure 1 show the four FSR sensors are placed in the shoe insole to the selected foot regions, and FBS sensor is placed at the bottom of the insole for measuring plantar flexion.

B. Electronic Circuitry and Data Acquisition

Sensors are connected to the signal conditioning circuit. This circuit consists of four input and four output of a single operational amplification (Op-amp) device circuit, which convert the changing of resistant (sensor output) will change the op-amp output voltage. Op-amp model LM324AN from STMicroelecronic used a voltage divider configuration. Equation (1) shows output voltage across the conditioning circuit for both FSR and FBS sensor.

\[ V_{out} = \frac{V_x}{1 + \frac{R_Z}{R_1}} \]  

Where, \( V_x \) voltage applied to the divider circuit, \( R_Z \) is the resistance value from FSR or FBS sensor, and \( R_1 \) is fixed circuit divider resistance. The USB data acquisition device (DAQ) model 6210 from National Instrument is used in this project. Five analog voltage output form signals conditioning circuit are connected across the analog input to the DAQ device. This device is set to accomplish sampling signals for 10Hz sample per second (S/s) and connected to the laptop over a USB connection for further signal processing.

C. Software

LabVIEW graphical language software from National Instrument use in this system is uncomplicated to be implemented compared to other's software platform, which depends on descriptive programming. The main process program consists of the sensor's calibration algorithm identified earlier for each sensor and also sensors signal's visualization window for analysis and data logging. In order to improved accuracy and linearity of the sensor's output characteristics and measurement system, a sensor calibration is needed. In this study, a static calibration using is performed to obtain the relationship between the applied force and the output voltage. The sensors are calibrated using Instron 5848 test machine and also LabVIEW software method by applying the sensor response curve using 3rd order polynomial regression model is obtained. Equation (2) shows the FSR conversion from voltage to force (Newton) for FSR sensors.

\[ y = -A + Ax - Ax^2 + Ax^3 \]  

Where, \( y \) is force (Newton), \( A \) is a numeric value and \( x \) is weight (kg). This equation determines the best fit for all four FSR sensors used in this system. For FBS sensor, voltage output also been calibrated using a regression model to convert from voltage value to angle in order to measure the plantar flexion of the foot. Equation (3) shows the regression model.

\[ y = A - Ax \]  

Where \( y \) is the output in degree, \( A \) is a numeric value and \( x \) is the voltage measured from FBS sensor. Another software use in this system is Kinovea software. Kinovea is a video analysis software use for analysis human kinetics in many applications. This software will help to determine the angle of plantar flexion during experiment could and also compared to the actual of FBS output value. Figure 2 shows the LabVIEW front panel display. For FSR sensors, Y-axis will show “Force” value in Newton and for FBS sensor, Y-axis shows the plantar flexion angle.

![Figure 1. FSR and FBS sensor's position on the insole. The FSR placement is on top of the insole, and FBS is below the insole.](image1)

![Figure 2. The measurement system graphical user.](image2)
Figure 3 shows the complete instrumented insole system. Sensor is attached to the insole and wired into the signal conditioning circuit. The outputs of the signal conditioning circuit are connected to the DAQ device. DAQ connected to the laptop through USB connection.

D. Protocol

Subject need to wear proper shoes with the insole system inside their shoe. Subject then need to walk on a treadmill in a normal pace on. Walking speed must be in usual practice. It must be performed not too fast or slow. This simulation is to see the force distribution on the foot. Force at 1st and 5th metatarsals, big toe, heel and plantar flexion angle in this activity is shown on the GUI and also recorded. The explanation of the gait parameters is shown in Table 1.

Table I. The Gait Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stance phase</td>
<td>Is a period when the foot in contact with grounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heel strike</td>
<td>Is a period when the heel hit the grounding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-stance</td>
<td>Is a period when 1st and 5th metatarsal not in contact with the grounding and the heel is rising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal stance</td>
<td>Is a period when toe, 1st and 5th metatarsal in contact with the grounding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-swing (toe-off)</td>
<td>Is a period when 1st and 5th metatarsal in contact with the grounding. Toe did not touch the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swing phase</td>
<td>Is a period when foot not in contact with the grounding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar flexion</td>
<td>Is a flexion during stance phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the initial testing of the system during standing. The average value of force distribution on the foot is 20.9N at heel, 9N at the toe, 5.9N at 5th metatarsal, 0.5N at 1st metatarsal region and 0.2° angle at plantar flexion during 5 seconds of standing period. This distributions is varies on each test subject affected by subject body mass and sensor placement in this case.

Figure 5 shows the example of system GUI and sensors response during normal walking activities. The system has a capability in providing a real-time measurement of foot force and plantar flexion angle. However, in certain cases of gait analysis, a detail response of the signals also could be analyzed off-line. All measurement data could be recorded for further analysis.

Force transition at the foot starting from hind foot to forefoot. Initially, force exerted on the heel regions. When the heel is lifted, 5th metatarsal will contact with the treadmill so that force will be exerted on that region. Then 1st metatarsal and last region's contact with the treadmill is the big toe. Figure 6 shows there is the time interval between each region for 2 complete gait cycles. The time interval can be seen starting from the heel to the fifth metatarsal. The step time recorded in complete gait cycle is 1.63s. From heel strike to toe off, the time step starting from 0 to 0.1s, 0.2s, 0.25s, 0.37s accordingly. This result shows normal step time where smaller time intervals between phases of gait show that length of 1st metatarsal to the big toe is shorter. However, the step time measurement accuracy of this system is limited by DAQ device.

The plantar flexion angle during walking activities shown in Figure 7. The average angle calculated ranges from 18° to 22° during pre-swing (toe-off) position. However, the range of motion for plantar flexion is identified within 45° to 50° depending on the foot activities. While forces exerted at the toe, first and fifth metatarsals are lower than heel region. It shows that force distribution beneath the foot averages within range of 60N to 80N. It has been identified that factors such as body weight and height is a will affect force distribution beneath the foot. The force of the foot is proportional to these factors as shown in Table II.
force. The force is increasing due to the increasing body weight that heel needs to support. Maximum peak force at Figure 8(b) indicates the heel is starting to support the center of the body weight. Figure 8(c) shows the force is starting to decrease due to the time when the heel start to lift or not in contact with the treadmill. Zero value of force indicates that the heel is not touching or in contact with the treadmill. At this time, fifth metatarsal will take place then following with first metatarsal and big toe region.

IV. CONCLUSION

The developed measurement system has been proved that it could be used to monitor and analysis gait depending on the foot pressure distributions. The sensing position is highly important to provide a valuable analysis use in many applications. However, in order to monitor or analyze details of force distribution on a foot, many points of sensing should be cover over the foot area. The foot pressure measurement is not an actual reading because FSR and FBS do not reflect to the actual pressure and bend flex angle due to the small active sensing area and also have a limited sensing range and sensors accuracy. Moreover, the force and flex angle (foot flexion) might occur only at one point and not represent the magnitude of load on that area. Therefore, the foot force analysis should cover the whole region which indicates the behavior and the individual actions of tendons, possibly ligaments.

The insole material also needs to be considered due to sensors attached to the surface or behind insole during force applied because of the insole soft foam surface which will absorb some of the foot force to the sensor. This could make the measurement of foot force inconsistent and also could lead to measurement error.

The insole must be adequately adapted to the foot to ensure the measurement is consistently reproducible and also less forces loss due to insole position in the shoe. Step time analysis accuracy of this system could be improved by applying a simultaneous data sampling to overcome multiplexing delay in the acquisition device.

Another way to improve the system is providing a wireless on the front-end of the system is proposed. A wired system is limited by walking activity which could only be performed on the treadmill and not on the freeway. This could limit the originality of gait. Moreover, the speed of movement is controlled by the treadmill, not by the subjects. Hence, the original gait pattern might be altered of this. On the other hand, the foot force has a deviation from the real conditions of force exhibited due to less effort of feet kinetics during walking because of the footstep cycle controlled by treadmill. Therefore, a wireless system which providing the uncontrolled environment and providing originality of gait is required to minimize error in the analysis.

It is also recommended that analysis of gait could be integrated together with many other systems, techniques and technology as resulted more parameters involve such as kinematic, kinetics and muscle signals which involved quantitate and qualitative result for greater accuracy analysis of gait conditions.
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